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Length overall 10,51 m. 

Waterline length 12,75 m. 

Overall bean 6,28 m. 

Draft 1,75 m. 

Light displacement 14,31 t. 

Engine Yanmar hp 2x40 

Fuel tank capacity 1.2 x 299 

Transmission S-Drive 

4 cabins with queen size bed, 4 washrooms with separate shower on a boat less than 42 ft 
long: a spacious boat! 

 
A dynamic look: a modern boat! 
• Helm station with twin seats at the heart of the cockpit: a boat for all the family! 
• All control lines brought back to the helm station: an easy boat! 
• Longitudinal beam that can include small bowsprit and mooring gear: a smart boat! 
• Rigid Bimini top with optional sides and back panels: a safe boat! 
• A tall rig, a gullwing shaped bridgedeck and an overlapping genoa: a fast boat! 
• 4 cabins with queen size bed, 4 washrooms with separate shower on a boat less than 42 
ft long: a spacious boat! 
• A combination of what must be on a boat and what you thought you would never find: 
A LAGOON! 
 
The Lagoon 420 is offered with 2 propulsion systems: 
• Standard engines with sail drive 
• Hybrid: two electric motors, a generator, a bank of batteries. Under sail, the propellers 
are driven by the speed of the boat and recharge the batteries: this is called 
regeneration. An innovative system, ecological and quiet - a world exclusive on the 
Lagoon 420. 
 



The deck is uncluttered so moving around is easy: wide sidedecks, flush deck hatches, 
large foredeck, plenty of lockers. The aft passerelle allows passage from one transom to 
the other without going back up in the cockpit. 
 
There are many ways to enjoy life on board the Lagoon 420: the cockpit with its large 
benchseats and table, is protected from the sun and bad weather by a rigid bimini top; 
the foredeck is ideal for relaxing. The helm station was designed to enable a reduced 
crew to maneuver without difficulty: all the 
control lines can be handled by one person from the helm station, freeing the other living 
spaces for the guests. 
• Priority has been accorded to comfort when designing the interior of the Lagoon 420. 
• The light oak Alpi woodwork and the laminated wenge floor give a modern and relaxing 
feel. 
 
• The layouts of the two hulls in the 4 cabin version are symmetrical: there is a central 
double bed in each cabin, a washroom with separate shower, large hull windows, 
lockers… 
• The port hull of the 3 cabin owners’ version is in fact a suite: large bed, sofa, numerous 
lockers and hanging lockers, washroom with separate shower. 
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Mayreau Island, St.Vincent & the Grenadines West Indies 

email: denhide@vincysurf.com 

Office: 0 (1784) 458 85 94, Mobile: (+1784) 49244 17 
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